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bacterial conjugation also referred to as bacterial sex is a major horizontal
gene transfer mechanism through which dna is transferred from a donor to a
recipient bacterium by direct contact using computational and molecular
genetic approaches here we demonstrate that the integrase also catalyses
cassette integration into bacterial genomes outside of its known att sites
antimicrobial resistance genes amrs are acquired expressed disseminated and
traded mainly through integrons the key players capable of transferring genes
from bacterial chromosomes to plasmids and their integration by integrase to
the target pathogenic host a donor strain xport was built to transfer
miniaturized integrative and conjugative elements mini ice bs1 to undomesticated
bacteria alternatively in the lysogenic cycle the phage genome is integrated as a
prophage into the bacterial genome until lytic induction triggered by a stress
signal most bacteria can only be transformed with circular plasmids so robust
dna integration methods for these rely upon selection of single crossover
clones followed by counter selection of double crossover clones objective this
study aims to conduct an in depth genomic analysis of a carbapenem resistant
proteus mirabilis strain to uncover the distribution and mechanisms of its
resistance genes methods the research primarily utilized whole genome sequencing
to analyze the genome of the proteus mirabilis strain additionally antibiotic
susceptibility tests were conducted to evaluate the strain s the current gold
standard culture based diagnostics can provide clinicians with comprehensive
diagnostic information including bacterial identity and antimicrobial
susceptibility but they often require several days of turnaround time which
leads to compromised clinical outcome and promotes the spread of antibiotic
resistance transposons are genetic elements that are usually mobile within a
bacterial cell and not between cells and are integrated into the chromosomal
dna some transposons encode for a type iv secretion system and are called
integrative and conjugative elements ice it turns out that bacteria and other
single celled organisms can also share genes and spread diversity with the help
of plasmids plasmids are circular extrachromosomal bits of dna that contain
their own genes often antibiotic resistance genes and that replicate themselves in
bacteria fungal and bacterial analysis techniques integrated in microfluidic
devices with tremendous advantages of sample manipulation microfluidic devices
could flexibly integrate almost every conventional analytical tool to perform
desired analysis with minimized consumption the most popular methods include
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immuno based biosensors enzyme linked immunosorbent assay elisa and molecular
methods such as polymerase chain reaction pcr mass spectrometry ms and more
recently loop mediated isothermal amplification lamp and next generation
sequencing ngs 4 1 introduction in the context of infection all bacteria must be
able to navigate changes in their local environment from the point of infection
through establishment of a replicative niche and throughout the remainder of
host colonization therefore accessible fungal and bacterial nematicides with
their comprehensive references and relevant information i e the active ingredient
product name type of formulation producer targeted nematode species and crop
and country of origin are summarized herein background integrative and
conjugative elements ices a k a conjugative transposons are modular mobile
genetic elements integrated into a host genome and are passively propagated
during chromosomal replication and cell division here we describe the
development of a simple integrated bacterial system for the facile discovery of
macrocyclic rescuers of disease associated protein misfolding recent studies
show that interaction range interaction strength and community context
determine bacterial interactions and the coexistence and evolution of bacteria
we highlight how these factors could contribute to a general understanding of
bacterial interactions with the rapid spread of multi drug resistant bacteria
and more infectious or aggressive variants of sars cov 2 it is critical to
develop drugs that can quickly adapt to evolving bacterial and viral
mutations in this study encouraged by nature we synthesized a series of
phloroglucinol pg deriv bacterial conjugation is the transfer of genetic
material between bacterial cells by direct cell to cell contact or by a bridge
like connection between two cells this takes place through a pilus it is a
parasexual mode of reproduction in bacteria a micrograph displaying escherichia
coli undergoing bacterial conjugation using f pili these integrated biocontrol
method was explored to control bacterial wilt nevertheless the long term
effects of the integrated biocontrol method on soil bacterial community soil
physicochemical properties and the incidence of bacterial wilt are not well
understood



plasmid transfer by conjugation in gram negative bacteria May 22 2024
bacterial conjugation also referred to as bacterial sex is a major horizontal
gene transfer mechanism through which dna is transferred from a donor to a
recipient bacterium by direct contact
integron cassettes integrate into bacterial genomes via Apr 21 2024 using
computational and molecular genetic approaches here we demonstrate that the
integrase also catalyses cassette integration into bacterial genomes outside
of its known att sites
integrons in the development of antimicrobial resistance Mar 20 2024
antimicrobial resistance genes amrs are acquired expressed disseminated and
traded mainly through integrons the key players capable of transferring genes
from bacterial chromosomes to plasmids and their integration by integrase to
the target pathogenic host
engineered integrative and conjugative elements for nature Feb 19 2024 a donor
strain xport was built to transfer miniaturized integrative and conjugative
elements mini ice bs1 to undomesticated bacteria
phages and their potential to modulate the microbiome and Jan 18 2024
alternatively in the lysogenic cycle the phage genome is integrated as a prophage
into the bacterial genome until lytic induction triggered by a stress signal
integration of dna into bacterial chromosomes from plasmids Dec 17 2023 most
bacteria can only be transformed with circular plasmids so robust dna
integration methods for these rely upon selection of single crossover clones
followed by counter selection of double crossover clones
genetic characteristics of chromosomally integrated Nov 16 2023 objective
this study aims to conduct an in depth genomic analysis of a carbapenem
resistant proteus mirabilis strain to uncover the distribution and mechanisms of
its resistance genes methods the research primarily utilized whole genome
sequencing to analyze the genome of the proteus mirabilis strain additionally
antibiotic susceptibility tests were conducted to evaluate the strain s
integrated bacterial identification and antimicrobial Oct 15 2023 the current
gold standard culture based diagnostics can provide clinicians with
comprehensive diagnostic information including bacterial identity and
antimicrobial susceptibility but they often require several days of turnaround
time which leads to compromised clinical outcome and promotes the spread of
antibiotic resistance
commensal inter bacterial interactions shaping the microbiota Sep 14 2023
transposons are genetic elements that are usually mobile within a bacterial
cell and not between cells and are integrated into the chromosomal dna some
transposons encode for a type iv secretion system and are called integrative
and conjugative elements ice
8 6 structure and organization of bacterial dna and Aug 13 2023 it turns out
that bacteria and other single celled organisms can also share genes and spread
diversity with the help of plasmids plasmids are circular extrachromosomal bits
of dna that contain their own genes often antibiotic resistance genes and that



replicate themselves in bacteria
recent advances of integrated microfluidic systems for fungal Jul 12 2023
fungal and bacterial analysis techniques integrated in microfluidic devices with
tremendous advantages of sample manipulation microfluidic devices could
flexibly integrate almost every conventional analytical tool to perform
desired analysis with minimized consumption
new solutions to capture and enrich bacteria from complex Jun 11 2023 the
most popular methods include immuno based biosensors enzyme linked
immunosorbent assay elisa and molecular methods such as polymerase chain
reaction pcr mass spectrometry ms and more recently loop mediated isothermal
amplification lamp and next generation sequencing ngs 4
shining a light on bacterial environmental cue integration May 10 2023 1
introduction in the context of infection all bacteria must be able to navigate
changes in their local environment from the point of infection through
establishment of a replicative niche and throughout the remainder of host
colonization
fungal and bacterial nematicides in integrated nematode Apr 09 2023 therefore
accessible fungal and bacterial nematicides with their comprehensive references
and relevant information i e the active ingredient product name type of
formulation producer targeted nematode species and crop and country of origin
are summarized herein background
integrative and conjugative elements ices what they do and Mar 08 2023
integrative and conjugative elements ices a k a conjugative transposons are
modular mobile genetic elements integrated into a host genome and are passively
propagated during chromosomal replication and cell division
an integrated bacterial system for the discovery of chemical Feb 07 2023 here
we describe the development of a simple integrated bacterial system for the
facile discovery of macrocyclic rescuers of disease associated protein
misfolding
towards a general understanding of bacterial interactions Jan 06 2023 recent
studies show that interaction range interaction strength and community
context determine bacterial interactions and the coexistence and evolution of
bacteria we highlight how these factors could contribute to a general
understanding of bacterial interactions
investigation of the dual role of acyl phloroglucinols as a Dec 05 2022 with
the rapid spread of multi drug resistant bacteria and more infectious or
aggressive variants of sars cov 2 it is critical to develop drugs that can
quickly adapt to evolving bacterial and viral mutations in this study
encouraged by nature we synthesized a series of phloroglucinol pg deriv
bacterial conjugation wikipedia Nov 04 2022 bacterial conjugation is the
transfer of genetic material between bacterial cells by direct cell to cell
contact or by a bridge like connection between two cells this takes place
through a pilus it is a parasexual mode of reproduction in bacteria a micrograph
displaying escherichia coli undergoing bacterial conjugation using f pili these



effects of integrated biocontrol on bacterial wilt and Oct 03 2022 integrated
biocontrol method was explored to control bacterial wilt nevertheless the
long term effects of the integrated biocontrol method on soil bacterial
community soil physicochemical properties and the incidence of bacterial wilt are
not well understood
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